
 

 

 

Guide to Coaching 

   



 

 

 

“Hustle and Attitude” is a youth recreational sports philosophy that 
focuses on two things all children can do in youth sports regardless 
of skill level or athletic ability—hustle and have a good attitude.  

 
 

Hustle—(verb) to proceed or work rapidly or energetically; to be 
aggressive   
 

 

Attitude—(noun) manner, feeling with regard to a person or thing; 
orientation of the mind   
 



SEASON GOALS  

1.) Create an atmosphere where the 
children want to play again next 
season  

2.) Create a fun environment  

3.) Teach the players fundamentals of 
the game of baseball  

4.)   

 

5.)   

 
  



Practice Template   
  

 

(5 minutes)  Welcome  

(5 minutes)  Light Stretching and Warm Up 

(5 minutes)  Playing catch 

(5 minutes)  Grounders/First Base & Catcher 

(5 minutes)  Rotate  

(10 minutes) Take infield with players in game 
positions 

(15 minutes) Hitting Stations:  live batting 
practice / soft toss / hitting off a tee 

(10 minutes) One pitch (kids pitch) live game 
situations 

(5 minutes)    Rounding the Bases drill/contest 
 

   

Drills can be made into contests for the children.  
They will be excited to see who can do the drill the 
best or fastest...you don’t even need to have a prize 
to give them!  

  



Baseball Drills  
There are a number of additional good practice drills at the 
Goodyear Little League site - www.goodyearll.org/resources 

 
Fielding 

 Fielding Grounders 

Covering First Base 

Catching Fly Balls 

The Relay Relay 

Batting 

 Soft Toss 

 Hitting off a tee 

Baserunning 

 ‘Round the Bases’ 

 Sliding 

Catching 

 Proper blocking technique 

  



Fielding Ground Balls 
 

Set Up:   Break the players up so you have four or five players in your 
group.  Bring several baseballs.  Show them how to properly 
field a ground ball:  they should bend at the waist with their 
knees bent such that they can have their hands out in front 
of them with their glove in the dirt.  One foot should be 
slightly in front of the other.  They should move in front of the
ball such that the ball is in the center of their stance.  They 
should field the ball out front of them closing their throwing 
hand over the ball in their glove then pull the glove into their 
bodies.  They should do a crow-hop up into a throwing 
position. 
 

 
Procedure:  

 
Line the players up and have the first one step up and get 
into position.  Roll them a grounder, have them field it and 
throw the ball back to you, and correct their technique as 
needed.  Start with balls right at them and as they show 
they have that down, toss the balls to their left and right to 
have them practice getting in front of balls.  They might 
tend to field the ball to the side…encourage them to work 
harder to get in front of the ball and only field the ball to 
their side when they have to. 
 

 
  



Covering First Base 
 

Set Up:   Take a group of players to first base and bring several 
baseballs.  
 

 
Procedure:  

 
Tell/Show the players the proper way to cover first base.  
They should line up in a fielding position before the pitch.  
When a ball is hit on the ground – and not to them – they 
should run straight to first base without rounding with their 
backs to the ball.  When they get to first base, they should 
put their right foot up against the base – CAREFUL to 
make sure they understand not to put their foot ON the 
base as this can cause them or the baserunner to be 
injured.  They shouldn’t step with their left foot yet.  They 
should find the baseball and put their glove up in that 
direction.  When the throw is coming in, the first baseman 
steps towards the ball with their glove outstretched.  Have 
the players practice this. 
 
Change it up by telling the players how important it is that 
they keep the ball in front of them.  They should try to dig a 
ball in the dirt thrown at them.  They should get off the 
base if the ball is thrown to their left or right.  Have them 
practice this as well. 
 
 
 

 
  



Catching Fly Balls 
 

Set Up:   Break the players up so you have four or five players in your 
group.  Tell/Show them how to properly catch a fly ball:  they 
should get under the ball and catch the ball about eye level 
with both hands. 
 

 
Procedure:  

 
Line the players up and have the first one step up and get 
into position.  Toss a fly ball high in the air and have the 
player demonstrate the proper technique.  Start with balls 
right at the players and as they demonstrate they have the 
technique down, start tossing the balls to their left and right 
and behind them and in front of them.  On these balls, 
emphasize that the players should do all they can to get 
underneath the ball and not have to reach to catch the ball.   
 
For the players for which this is easy, the more advanced 
technique is for the player to position themselves behind 
where the ball is coming down, so they can be moving into 
the catch and be able to move into their throw. 
 
A fun variation on this is to teach them how to catch balls 
running to their left and right.  In this case, have the players 
start jogging diagonally right or left away from you and toss 
the ball so they have to keep running that direction to make 
the catch (like a receiver in football). 
 

  



The Relay Relay 
 

Set Up:   Break the players up into as many teams of three as you 
have players (augment the teams with coaches that don’t 
have enough).  Align the teams such that there is a player in
the outfield, one in the infield, and one near home plate.  
Have the teams spread out so their not on top of each other.
Give the player in the outfield a ball. 
 

 
Procedure:  

 
Tell the players they are going to execute relay throws from 
the outfield.  Tell/show them the proper way to execute a 
relay:  the outfielder should make a hard accurate throw at 
the shoulder level of the cut-off/relay player.  The relay 
player should turn themselves such that their glove hand is 
towards home plate and move to where they can catch the 
ball and quickly crow-hop and throw a hard accurate throw 
towards home.  Make sure the relay player doesn’t catch 
the relay with their back to home plate – this means they 
still have to turn to make the throw, which could be the 
difference between getting the base runner out or not. 
 
Have them practice this a couple of times with you 
correcting when they make a mistake.  Have the players 
rotate so they each get a turn at each of the three 
positions. 
 
Turn this into a contest by making it a relay race.  The first 
variant is just to have the teams set up and execute the 
relay as fast as they can racing against each other – first 
player at home plate to catch the ball is the winning team.  
You should tell the players that they are disqualified if the 
relay player doesn’t catch the ball or catches it with their 
back to home plate.  A final variant is to make the players 
rotate outfield to relay to home; relay to home to outfield; 
and home to outfield to relay and execute three correct 
relays.  The first team to do so wins. 



Soft Toss 
 

Set Up:   Break the players up so you have four or five players in your 
group – or run this in stations where you have more than one 
or two hitting drills going on at one time.  Bring several wiffle 
balls with you – you will be hitting the ball up against a fence 
and most venues don’t want (or allow) you to hit real 
baseballs up against the fence. 
 

 
Procedure:  

 
Have the batter get in the hitting position facing the fence 
with the coach off set somewhat in front of the hitter.  Toss 
a ball underhanded into the player’s hitting zone and have 
them drive the ball into the fence.  You can change this up 
by tossing balls so they get in on the hands of the batter – 
making them get their hands through the zone quickly – 
and simulating an outside pitch where you want the batter 
to hit the ball to the opposite field. 
 

Hitting Off a Tee 
 

Set Up:   Same as the Set Up for the Soft Toss drill, plus you’ll need 
to bring a batting tee. 
 

 
Procedure:  

 
Have the batter get in the hitting position facing the fence 
with the tee set up with the ball out where you want the 
batter to make contact.  Have the batter start by looking as 
if they’re looking at the pitcher, then they move their eyes 
(and head) down to the ball as they swing through the ball 
driving it into the fence.  You can adjust the tee so that the 
players get practice hitting inside and outside pitches and 
high and low strikes.  

  



‘Round the Bases’ 
This drill will get the players accustomed to running the 

bases properly.  Home to first; first to third; expecting and scoring 
on a passed ball; and rounding first on an extra base hit.  This is 
a good drill to close out practice. 

 

Set Up:   Players line up at home plate.  Have one coach at 
home plate and another at first base.  Tell the players 
they’re going to end up going around the bases three 
times in this drill.   
 

 
Procedure:  

 
Instruct the players that on a ground ball to the infield, 
they should run as hard as they can THROUGH first 
base.  Then, have each player go through a swing the 
batter’s box and then sprint through first base.  Have 
them line-up by the first base coach when they finish.  
Correct any players that stop on the base. 
 
Tell the players that they are going to now go from first 
to third.  Tell them (or better yet, show them) how to 
round second base.  Then have each player get on first 
base, one at a time.  Tell them to ‘Go’ as if the ball was 
hit to the outfield and they run to third base.  Have 
them line up behind third base until their teammates 
have finished. 
 
Tell the players how you expect them to be aggressive 
to try to score on a ball that gets passed the catcher.  
Show them how to start off third base when the ball 
crosses the plate and how they should be ready to 
sprint home and slide.  Then, have each player try.  
Tell them they will each get off the base and they 
should sprint home when you say ‘Go’, simulating a 
ball getting passed the catcher.  Run each player 
through the drill, varying when you say ‘Go’.  Have the 



players practice sliding into home as often these plays 
are close and leagues require sliding. 
 
All the players should be at home plate now.  Tell/show 
them how to round first base on a hit that goes to the 
outfield.  Tell them they don’t run straight to first like 
they do on a grounder…and that they need to quickly 
pick up their first base coach.  When the coach is 
telling them to go to second, they widen out so they hit 
first base on their way to second base.  Tell the players 
they should try to hit the inside corner of the base with 
their right foot.  Then, have each player try.  (A 
variation on this drill has the first base coach only send 
a few of the players to second.  Those that don’t go, 
return to home plate to do the drill over again.  This 
emphasizes to the players the importance of finding 
and doing what their first base coach says.)  Have the 
players line up behind second base when they are 
finished. 
 
Have the players score from second base.  Once 
again, they will find their base coach – this time the 
third base coach – and round third instead of running 
straight to the base. 
 
Finally, have the players run all the way around the 
bases.  This works on overall speed and rounding all 
the bases to get around as fast as possible.  
 
You could turn this last sprint into a contest by timing 
each player as they go around the bases.  As 
discussed in the clinic, you don’t even need a prize, the 
players will try their hardest just to be the fastest.  In 
fact, you’ll find that many of them will want to go again 
(and try to do better with their technique) in order to 
beat their time – a WIN WIN for you, coach. 
 



 
Sliding 

Set Up:   Have a piece of a large cardboard box – a 4-foot by 3-foot 
piece should do.  Have the players meet you in the outfield.  
This is a good drill to run while running another drill at the 
same time – i.e. you would work with half the team. 
 

 
Procedure:  

 
Tell/Show the players the proper way to slide.  Tell them 
that they should keep running, but to drop – NOT JUMP – 
to the ground about 5 – 7 feet from the base.  They should 
bend one of their legs, while keeping the other one straight.  
They drop on the hip of their bent leg while keeping their 
other foot high enough in the air that their cleat doesn’t get 
caught in the dirt.  They should slide with both their arms in 
the air.  Once their front foot hits the base, if possible, they 
should use their momentum to ‘pop up’ on the base.  
However, it is most important that they maintain contact 
with the base until the play is over (either a dead ball or 
they pop up and continue to the next base). 
 
Demonstrate the proper mechanics on by sliding on the 
cardboard in the outfield grass.  This is much less 
intimidating to the players who might be afraid of sliding in 
the dirt of the infield.  Have each player try to slide properly 
using the cardboard.  Correct any issues with their 
technique.  Typical issues include the player slowing down 
considerably before sliding (tell them to keep running); 
players jumping into the slide (which could hurt more than 
normal sliding); and/or sliding with their hands trailing them 
on the ground which is dangerous and can get their hands 
severely scraped up (often baseball player will carry their 
batting gloves in their hands to keep them from dragging 
them in the dirt). 
After several iterations of this, have the players practice in 
the infield. 



 

Blocking (Catchers) 
 

Set Up:   Bring the catchers on your team – likely between 3 and 4 
players will be interested in catching.  They should have their 
chest protector and knee guards on; no need for their mask.  
Bring a half-dozen wiffle balls. 
 

 
Procedure:  

 
Tell/Show the catchers the proper way to block pitches in 
the dirt:  they should drop on their knees in front of the ball, 
place their glove in between their legs, and arch their 
shoulders forward.  The idea is to provide as much surface 
as possible for the ball to hit and bounce in front of them. 
 
Have each catcher take turns with you throwing the wiffle 
balls in the dirt with them demonstrating the proper 
blocking technique.  Start with the balls straight at the 
catchers.   
 
As they demonstrate they are able to block these, then 
start throwing the balls in the dirt to their left and right.  Tell 
them they need to get in front of those balls and ‘square 
them up’, often by jumping to the side the ball is headed. 
 
As the players progress blocking, have them work on 
hopping up, getting to the ball quickly, and being ready to 
throw. 
 
Tell the players this is a drill they could do at home using 
either wiffle balls or rolled up pairs of socks. 

  



Initial Phone Call Script 
Good evening, my name is (your name) and I will be 
(child’s name) coach this season in the Goodyear fall 
baseball league.  I wanted to call you and touch base, 
give you my contact information, and provide some 
initial information.  

  

I have (their phone number and e-mail address) as your 
contact information.  Are these the best way to contact 
you?  I will create a distribution list and send a welcome 
letter soon.    

  

You can reach me at (phone number) or via e-mail at (e-
mail address).  

  

We will be having our first practice…  At the first 
practice, I will have additional information to hand out 
and we can discuss the plan for the season.  In addition, 
I will send you a welcome letter within the week.  

  

I look forward to a great season with (child’s name).  Do 
you have any questions for me?  

  

It was nice talking to you.  I look forward to meeting 
you.  



Welcome Letter /     
E-mail  Template 

Hello (Insert Team Name) Parents,  

  My name is…  I am (insert profession).  I have coached 
X years / am coaching my first year.  I am excited to 
have your son or daughter on our fall baseball team.  

   Your philosophy…  

   Rules changes at this age…  

   Initial schedule information  

   Your contact information  

  

Thanks,  

Your Name  

Phone Number  


